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A STUDY OF CONCRETE MIXERS.
Concrete consists of cement mortar in VThich are im-
bedded pebbles or pieces of "broken stone. Its use has been
known for ages, and it needs no introduction to the building
world. For many years wood has taken, in part, its place as a
building material, but the fast destruction of the forests, the
scarcity of wood, and its steady increase in price have forced
the building v.-orld to introduce better and cheaper building
materials
.
Concrete is indestructible, economical, and fireproof,
and is the only material knovm that does not deteriorate with
age and exposure. The railroa.ds and the United States govern-
ment are using concrete almost entirely for every class of work
in which stone and wood were formerly used. In the construction
of buildings, it is fast becoming Yery popular^ and in street and
side.valk construction it is used almost exclusively. The in-
crease in the amount of cement manufactured, together with its
decrea,se in .cost, has helped to prom.ote the use of concrete.
Plain concrete is practically artificial stone, and if
it is well made, it has all the properties of good stone. Purtherj
more, its great value as a building material lies in the fact
that it can be reinforced with steel. This combination consti-
tutes a form of construction possessing to a large degree the
advantages of both materials without their disadvantages.
Since concrete has become so important a building

material it is essential that the hest concrete wHbh it is
possible to make should he used. The "best and strongest con-
crete is that in Vvhich the cement fills all the voids of the
coarser aggregate. To obtain this concrete the cement must
be thoroughly mixed with the other ingredients.
The mixing of concrete, until recently, was done by
men who turned the ingredients over and over on a vi,'ater- tight
platform. It required several turns before it was v/ell mixed.
This method was slow and very laborious as well as expensive.
The demands for rapid and economical handling of the greatest
of building materials have caused the invention and rnpid im-
provement of modern and desirable concrete mixers. It led at
first to the design of many mixers of the batch type. Many of
the earlier of these mixed concrete well, but in so doing
wasted rather than saved time. Many of them have nov; been im-
proved so that they v/ill mix well and rapidly large quantities
of concrete.
\Vhile the batch mixer was being improved, the con-
tinuous mixer was invented. The greatest objection to this
type of mixer at first v/as that an exact proportion of in-
gredients could not be obtained, while the mixing of them was
easily perfected. This type of mixer has been improved until
more exact proportions can be obtained by it than by the hatch
mixer.
In general there are three methods used in the me-
chanical act of mixing concrete. The same principles are ap-
plied to either a batch or a continuous mixer. The first is a

3orowdiag or rolling motion of the aggregate, the second is a
lifting and dropping of the aggregate, and the third is a pud-
dling or cutting of the aggregate. Of the three types, the
first is the least desirable. The first concrete mixers '.vere
made to follow one of these principles, but now the mixers us-
ually have a combination or modification of the three princi-
ples.
The action of the first principle is a rolling over
and over of the concrete upon itself in the mixing drum or cyl-
inder. Examples of machines using this principle are the "Snell"
in the batch mixer, and the "Little Giant" in tlx) continuous
mixer. Mixers using this principle were so unpopular that the
manufacture of several was discontinued, while others were mod-
ified by placing blades inside of the drum. The objection was
that the ma^ in rolling formed into balls and there was no vio-
lent action to break them up; hence poor concrete was made.
e
The action of the second principle is that oC shelvs
inside of the drum which repeatedly lift and drop the aggregate.
Examples of machines using this principle are the "Clover Leaf"
in the batch mixer, and the "Coltrih" in the continuous mixer.
This principle of mixing Is the best for thoroughness, but it
requires noiB power to operatejj and the revolving of the drum is
also objectionable.
The third principle is that of the stationary drum
with revolving paddles or blades inside of it, which out up or
puddle the aggregate. The "Foote" Continuous Mixer is the

4"best known of this tyi^e of mixer, ^ile this was at first a
distinct type of mixer, nearly all mixers that have hla-des or
obstructions on the inside of their drums have gotten their
idea from, this principle. This is, in the author »s opinion,
the most desirahle ty^e of a continuous mixer, as the speed of
the paddles governs the capacity rather than the size of the
mixing drum. The principle objection Is a prejudice that the
proportions of mix are not precise^, but with most mixers this
is prejudice only. Theoretically it is more precise than any
other, as in all modern continuous mixers the feed is auto-
matic^ thus doing away with the "human equation".
In the operation of a mixer the method of charging
is of prime importance. Two things are considered: first the
precision of proportioning, that is, the method of feeding;
and second, the rapidity . eding. Most ^-^^ch mixers are
considered more accurate m proportioning of aggregate than
continuous mixers. In practice they are not, as most of them
are measured "by hand", v*.ile nearly all continuous mixers
are mechanical mea.suring. Most continuous mixers are charged
from, the hopper , v^hich is kept constantly full, the material
being shoveled from the ground to the hopper; therefore, the
lower the charging hopper, the cheaper it is to feed. A few
inches ight of the hopper makes a great economic differ-
ence. But on the other hand, a mixer with a very low charging
hopper may have a discharge too low to dump into a conveyance.

A good mixer is one that mixes concrete thoroughly
and economically. If a batch mixer, it must have a drum so
shaped, or with wings so arranged, that it will mix the in-
gredients thoroughly. The feed ?iopper must "be low; the source
of power must "be sufficient to run under maximum conditions,
and the gearing must be so constituted and arranged as to
stand rough usage. If a continuous mixer, it must have an
exact proportioning device, low feed hopper, good mixing
shaft, sufficient power, and strong gearing. Besides having
the above named qualifications, they must be so constructed
as to be simple, easily repaired, compact, and easily cleaned.
It is a very difficult task to collect data on con-
crete mixers with respect to the output of the machine, for
the data should be taken when the machine is running under
good conditions. To do so, a machine must be so located that
the materials are easily accessible
,
the place of depositing
the concrete near and laxge enough to place the concrete vdth-
out the loss of time, and an average number of laborers should
be em-ployed. The tabulated data user? are these obtained from
many contractors and engineers, and were taken when the machines
were working under good conditions.
The method of treating this thesis is to make a
comparison of several different mixers of the tv/o different
types. This comparison will show the relative efficiencies of
the mixers. Also a comparison of the first costs of the
mixers will be shown.

6As shown by the si^Jes^^i^g table, the writer hao
only made a comparative investigation of twelve mixers, six
batch mixers and six continuous. This was done because they
are representative types of the various principles and be-
cause they are used the most. Therefore, valuable data were
more easily obtained of them.
The data which are valuable in investigating a con-
crete mixer are those which are taken when the machine was ac-
tually mixing concrete. The data thus Obtained will vary and
can only be used when the conditions are good. That is, the
ingredients should be convenient, and the concrete should be
placed as fast as it is made. These conditions will vary with
different kinds of work, and it is therefore essential to get
data from as many sources as possible.
The following list shows the different mixers that
the writer has considered. The twelve investigated are rep-
resentative types of the different principles used in mixing
concrete. Furthermore, they soom to be the most successful,
as it was found that the contractors interviewed used these
machines the most, but some used other machines which seemed
to give good satisfaction.
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8BATCH MXERS
Batch mixers axe those that mix a quantity of con-
crete at a time, and then this concrete is removed, the machine
recharged, and mixed again. There are many different types.
Most machines mix concrete by a motion of the mixing "barrel,
v^ile some few move the ingredients of the concrete.
Of those that mix the concrete by the revolving
of the barrel about an axis
,
there are many shapes and kinds.
Some are cylindrical and some are cone-shaped. These have a
series of blades which tend to mix the ingredients. Then
there are the Clover Leaf, Chicago Tube, and octagonal-shaped
mixers which are so shaped that the mixing is done entirely
by the revolving of the barrel.
Of those that mix the ingredients by moving them
and not the mixing barrel, the gravity mixer is the only
example. It is so constructed that as the material falls
through it, it is well mixed,
T?ie power for the rotating mixers is either^gas or
steam engines, while those that do not move need no power.
CONTIITUOUS MIXERS
As the name implies, a. continuous mixer is one
that mixes concrete continuously. To do so, this machine

9must consist essentially of four parts: feed hoppers, auto-
matic proportioning and feeding device, mixing device, and
some means of power.
The feed hoppers consist of three metal hoxes so
placed as to be convenient for the reception of materials and
also for emptying into the feeding devices.
Automatic feeders and proportioning devices are
many, though there are only a few principles
,
and the many
mixers embody only variations of these. They consist of:
First, a conicaJ., graduated, worm- feeding device. The pro-
portioning is obtained by varying the speed of the worm and
the size of the openings in the feed hoppers. Second, an
endless conveyor-belt which revolves imder the hopper so that
the material falls upon it through adjustable openings v.liich
are graduated so as to give any proportion. Third, a pocket
device made up of tv/o sets of cupswhich are fed from the
hoppers. These cups are arranged so that one fills while
the other empties, and the graduation of the openings through
which the material flows regulates the proportion.
The mixing device is some kind of a drum or cylinder
which is placed at varying inclinations up to twenty- tv.'o
degrees. The concrete is mixed in this drum by means of pad-
dles or a rotating mixer. It is also v/et while in this drum
or cylinder by a sprinkling device.
The pov^er may be either gasoline, steam, or hand power
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THE CHICAGO CUBE MIXER.
The Chicago Cube Mixer is of the batch type. The
barrel is a plain cube, rotated in a diagonal direction, and
each side takes the place of paddles or buckets. It is easily
charged, and the ingredients are mixed by revolving the barrel.
It is run by gasoline or steam power. The gearing is entirely
of cog-wheels, which is weakly connected to the barrel. The
concrete is discharged by tilting the barrel.
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THE CLO^/ER LEAP BATCH MIXER.
The Clover Leaf Batch Mixer is of the revolving
drun type. The drum consists of three involute curves so
arranged that a section through the center looks like a clover
leaf. It is very simple in construction and is run \)y steam
or gasoline transmitted by cogwheels so that it stands rough
usage. It mixes thoroughly, as the curves tend to turn the
material completely three times in each revolution of the
drum. The concrete is removed by tilting the drum.
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THE POOTE MIXER.
The mixing drum of the Foote Batch Mixer is in the
form of a double cone put together at an angle of 45 degrees.
It is set into cast iron heads. On these heads are cast drum
gears on which the drum revolves. Wings are riveted to the
inside of the drum, which, in combination with the shape of
it, do the mixing when the drum is in motion. The power is
steam or gasoline transmitted hy cogwheels. It is a non-
tilting machine, equipped v/ith a rotary discharge chute which
will discharge any portion of a batch. This allows the drum
to be set low and has therefore a low feed hopper.
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THE HAI¥S }aXER,
sale of fe tr
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The Hains Gravity Mixer is of the iDatch type. The
mixing is done entirely by the falling of the ingredients.
It consists of four conical hoppers chained together. Each
one has a drop bottom which opens automatically v/hen the hop-
per is full. The ingredients are first put in the top hopper;
•v*ien full the door opens and they fall into the hopper be-
low and so on. \'?hen the bottom is opened the ingredients
leave the hopper, not in a bunch, but by first drawing out
the center, then the outside materials roll down from the top,
thus partially mixing the materials in the hopper. This is
due to the conical shape of the hoppers.
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THE RA¥S01V!E BATCH MIXER,
I
Figure 1056
The Ransome Batch -Tixer consists of a cylindrical
drum, fitted with cast traction rings, which revolve on four
rollers. There is a series of "blades riveted in this drxm
which do the mixing when the drum is in motion. The power is
stea^n or gasoline and is transmitted through cogwheels.
The concrete is discharged by tilting the chute, which is so
arranged in the drum as to catch the material when it is
tipped.
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THE SMITH MIXER.
The Smith is a "b aten mixer of the rotating drum
type. The drum consists of two steel cones riveted to a cen-
tral ring. On the inner surface of this drum are riveted
blades which are set at an angle to the central axis of the
drum, so that when the drum is revolved these "blades create
a movement among the ingredients which mixes them all together.
The power is usually stearn^^ and it is connected by a gearing
of cogwheels. The concrete is discharged by tilting the drum.
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I
THE COLTRIil MIXER.
The Coltrin Continuous ^'''ixer Vias three
hoppers placed over the mixing aylinder. The middle hopper
is the one for cement. The feed device consists of three
pockets for automatically proportioning rock, sand, and cement.
This proportioner works "by a pitman on the drive end of the
cylinder shaft, v/hich is connected with the feeder in such a
manner as to form a half-jaw clutch. The pockets on each side
are operated by one sliding part which moves forward and
"back on rollers acting as a plunger for delivering the in-
gredients. The materials are mixed "by a revolving ribbed
cylinder. The power used is gasoline transmitted by cogwheels.
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THE FILLMORE CONCRETE MIXERS.
The Fillmore Continuous Mixers consist of three
parts: feed hopper, automatic proportioning device, and
mixing cylinder. The sand and stone hoppers are on opposite
sides of the machine, and are placed very low. The cement
hopper occupies a position in the center. The proportioning
is obtained by screw feeds. A change of proportion is ob-
tained by a change of speed. The material is mixed in the
cylinder by the revolving of a square shaft on which are
bolted, in spiral forin, plow shaped shovels. The power is
steam or gasoline.
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THE FOOTE MIXER.
The Poote Continuous Mixer consists of three low-
feed hoppers, automatic proportioning device, and mixing
barrel. The two outside hoppers are for sand and gravel, and
the center one is for cement. The measuring is done by heavy
feed worms, revolved at required speeds by interchangeable
sprockets. These worms are located at the bottom of the
hoppers, at nearly the same level v/ith the bottom of the
mixing drum. Their location and positive operation make it
possible to equip the mixer with such low hoppers. The mixing
is carried on in the dr\m by the revolving of the wings for
that purpose. The concrete is wet by an automatic sprinkler.
The power is gasoline or steam, transmitted by a chain belt.

20
THE GAUiTTT MIXSR.
The Gauntt Continuous Mixer is built of iron and
steel, with dust protected rollers. It consists mainly of;
feed hoppers, automatic proportioning device, and mixing cyl-
inder. The feed hoppers are large and low. The sand and
stone hoppers are placed on opposite sides of the machine,
7*iile the cement hopper is between them. At the bottom of
these hoppers are the isual feed worms.. The proportioning is
regulated by changing^apeed. The materials are mixed by
wings which are mounted on a square steel shaft. The power
used is gasoline transmitted by cogwheels.
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THE HARTWICK MIXER.
The Hartwick Continuous Mixer consists of three
feed hopperSjOf which the middle one is for cement. The
feedin,^ apparatus for sand and stone consists of a flat steel
plate forming the "bottom of the hopper and havin^^ a recipro-
cating motion. The cement proportions are obtained "by means
of a rotary cup feed, over #iich is placed a slide. By chanTirg
the position of the slide, any desired proportion may he fed.
The raixino; is done in a Double Mixing Trough. This trough
has two sets of mixing flights which revolve in opposite di-
rections. The pov/er is either steam or gasoline.

22
THE LITTLE 01MT MIXER.
The Little Giant Continuous Mixer has three feed
hoppers: one for sand, one for gravel, and the other for
cement. The ingredients are automatically proportioned hy
the adjustable gates. The flow is kept constant by worm
agitators. It is then carried by an endless belt to the upper
end of the mixing drum, which mixes the ingredients by the
rotary action of the drum. The mixture is wet^when two- thirds
of the way do'wn the drum^by a spray. The power is gasoline
transmitted by chain belts. This mixer is small and easily
transported, andj^^excellent for street work.
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The table shows the size and cost of each mixer, the
estimated amount of concrete that each will mix per hour, the
interest on the cost of each mixer per hours run, the estimat-
ed amount of depreciation per hours run, the number of men em-
ployed, and the cost of mixing per yard.
The depreciation is calculated on the basis that the
mixer deteriorates twenty percent each year, and that the machine
is used for eight months, of twenty ten-hour days, each year.
The interest on the cost price is taken at six peijpent per annum.
The data used were those obtained from many contractors.
The data for each make of mixer was obtained from several con-
tractors on foundation, bridge abutment, retaining wall, rein-
forced^ arches, building5,and street work. In every case the out-
put of the same mixer was practically the same. The number of
men shown in the table is the number reqUi-red to feed the mixer
and to take the concrete to the forms. It is assumed that the
cost of power was the same for each mixer and it has been neg-
leoted m the computations of^cost of mixing per yard. This
may be estimated at about four cents per cubic yard. The price
paid for labor is taken at twenty cents per hour. The output
is taken as the average output of the mixers on the various
kinds of work.
It is impossible to determine just what mixer is the
best because some makes of mixers are better adapted to mixing
concrete for certain kinds of work than others. Theoretically
the best mixer is the simplest mixer, but those with the plain
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mixing drum, as the Chicago Cube -and the Glover Leaf, are weakly
constructed and the mixing of the ingredients causes either
eccentricity or extra impact stresses. Therefore, the writer,
in order to do justice to each mixer^can only, from the material
at hand,- discuss the mixers that are best adapted to the various
kinds of -Noxk,
The Continuous Mixers differ from the Batch Mixsrs in
that they are' more nearly on an equal basis. And it is simply
a question as to which make of mixer has the best qualities.
That -mixer should have lov? feed hoppers, the screw type of au-
tomatic proportioning device, and a thorough mixing device. Be-
sides having these proper ties, it should be simple, strong, and
easily cleaned.
The Chicago Cube Llixer.
The Chicago Cube Llixer is one that mixes the ingre
clients by folding them first to one side of the barrel and then
to the other. This motion is produced by the revolving of the
by
barrel and^itc cubical shape. The machine is compact, easily
fed and easily dischargevl, but its mechanism is complicated and
it easily gets out of repair. It mixes concrete rapidly and tlror-
oughly and is easily cleaned, as there are no obstructions in the
barrel. The greatest objection to this machine is that the mo-
tion of the ingredients creates a lateral jclt^ which Is hard
on the machinery. It empties by tilting, which also produces,
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a strain and re qui re g extra mechanism.
The Clover Leaf Mixer.
The Clover Leaf is a mixer that cuts through and
doubles ever the ingredients three times in each revolution.
This motion is produced by the shape of the mixer. The
"involute curve" shape of e ach lobe eliminates all possi-
bility of rolling. The barrel is revolved by a spur gear.
The mechanism is simple, thus eliminating many break do/ms.
One objection. is that in lifting the ingredients in a curve the
centre of gravity of the loaded machine is thro'«im away from
the axis of the barrel, thus causing extra strain and wear on
the bearings. This machine mixes concrete thoroughly and
rapidly and is easily olesjied^as there are no obstructions in
the barrel. It empties by tilting , which strains the machin-
ery and also requires extra mechcinism.
The Foote Batch Mixer.
The Fobte Batch Mixer is one whose drum is made of
two inverted cones. This shaije of driom ^together with the mix-
ing wings
J
lap and out the ingredients when the drum is in mo-
tion. The drurii is turned by tv/o spur gears, one on each side of
the barrel. The gearing is strong and stands a large amo\mt
of hard usage. One of the greatest advantages of this machine
is that it empties without tilting; this is done by means of an
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un
^loading skip^'-vhioh will rsmove any or all of the batch of con-
crete. This nachine mixes concrete rapidly and thoroughly. It
is fairly easy to clean.
The Kains Mixer.
The Mains Mixer is one that mixes the ingredients
by the force of gravity. In falling from one hopper to the
one below the ingredients are rotated and mixed while the mix-
er remains stationary. The mixer has a very large capacity
and also mixes concrete well. It is an excellent mixer where
there is room and favorable conditions under which to operate
it. The best conditions for this mixer are those where there
is a large amount of concrete to be :r.ade at an elevation below
the materials of construction, which is greater than the length
of the niixer. The repairs of .this mixer are very light^as the^
|
is no motion of the iriixer and practical] y no wear. It is eas-
ily cleaned. No power is required to operate it.
The Smith Mixer.
The Smith Mixer is one v/hose drum is composed cf two
inverted cones, which are equipped with a series of mixing
blades. The rotating of the barrel ^ together with the blades^lap
and out the ingredients so that they are mixed rapidly and thor-
oughly. The barrel is rotated by power transmitted by a spur
gear in the center of the barrel. The mechanism is simple and
strong so that it stands rough usage. The mixer is emptied by
tilting. It is easily cleaned.
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The Ran some Mixer.
The Ransome Mixer is a batoh mixer with a cylindri-
cal barrel which is equipped with mixing wings. When the barrel
is rotated the wings out and mi the ingredients th©ro"ughly -and
rapidly. The barrel is turned by a spur gear which is placed
near one end of the barrel thereby producing considerable eo-
oentrioity. The gearing is stable and strongly connected. The
mechanism is simple and strong so that it stands hard usage.
The mixer empties by means of a tilting chute. This eliminates
a great amount of hard wear from the mixer. The machine is com-
pact and easily moved. It can be cleaned rather easily.'
The Coltrin Mixer.
The Coltrin Continuous Mixer has three feed hoppers
which are placed very high. The automatic proportioning de-
vice is of the pocket type, which works well as long as the
crushed stone or gravel is of uniform size. The ingredients
are mixed in a cylinder bvarevolving ribbed cylinder. This is
a very good type of mixer. The ingredients are wet after they
are about one half way down the mixing cylinder. The machine
is driven by a apur gear whose mechanism is simple and strong.
The greatest objections to this mixer are its high feed hoppers
and the pocket proportioning device.
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Tlio Fillmore Mixer,
The Fillmore Continuous Mixer has three feed hop-
pers which are placed low. The automatic proportioner is of
the so rev? type. The ingredients are mixed in the cylinder
1h<2
by revolving^ paddles or blades and are wet when one-half the
way down the cylinder. The machine is driven by a spur gear-
ing which is strong and simple. The greatest advantages of
this mixer are its lovi feed hojipers and screw proportioning
device. Its disadvantages are that it does not mix thoroug"hly
and that it occupies a large amount of space.
The Foote Continuous Mixer.
The Foote Continuous Mixer has three feed hoppers
which are placed very low. The automatic proportioner is of
the screw v?orm type. The ingredients are mixed by a set of
fVie
revolving wings and are wet when one- half-way down the cylin-
der. The machine is driven by chain belts, which are strong
and will stand hard usage. The advantages of this machine
are its low feed hoppers, screw proportion device, its com-
pactness ^and that it is easily cleaned.
The Gaunt t Mixer.
The Gaunt t Continuous Mixer has three feed hoppers
which are placed fairly high. The automatic proportioning
screw
device is a combination of the slot and^type. The mixing of
the ingredients is done in a mixing trough by rotating pad-
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dies. It is wet when about t^/v'o- thirds of the way down the
trough. The machine is driven by chain belts. The mechanism
ia strong but somewhat oomplioated. The mixer is compact,
taking up only a small space, and is easily moved. It is eas-
ily cleaned. The greatest objection to this machine is the
height of its feed hoppers.
The Hartwick: Mixer,
The Hart wick Continuous I^ixer has three feed hop-
pers which are placed rather high. The automatic proportion-
ing device is of the slot type. The ingredients are mixed in
a viouble mixing trough by two sets of revolving paddles and
wet when one-third of the way down the trough. It is driven
by spur gears which are strong and simple. It is compact.
The greatest advantages of this machine are its thorough mixirg
device, its strenght^and compactness. The objections are its
high feed hopper and slot proportioning device.
The Little Giant Mixer.
The Little G-iant Continuous xiixer has three feed
hoppers which are placed very high. The automatic proporti on-
er is of the screw type. The ingredients are mixed in a rotating
drum, which is inclined at an angle of about twenty degrees.
By the slope of the drum, gravity is used to save power. The
drum is turned by chain belts, the mechanism of which is simple
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and strong. The greatest advantages of this machine are that it
requires a small amount of power to operate it,^that it is
light and easy to move. It is easily oleanel. The greatest ob-
jection is the height of its feed hoppers.
Batch Mixers.
From the discussion of the construction of the
various iypes of batch mixers^the Foote Batch Mixer is, in the
opinion of the v/riter, the nearest to an ideal mixer^as its
double cone-shaped mixing drum, together with the mixing wings
,
will mix the ingredients thoroughly and rapidly. The construc-
tion is simple and strong ^ and it is also compact.
^
For sewer work, deep foundation work, and other sim-
ilar work ?/here the concrete has to be lowered below the sur-
face of the earth, the Hains Gravity Mixer is evidently the best,
for it requires no power, it mixes concrete thoroughly and rap-
idly and is simple, durable, and easily cleaned. From the ta-
ble it appears that the Hains Gravity Mixer also mixes concrete
the most economically where the conditions are favorable for it.
Continuous Mixers.
From the discussion of the continuous mixer it would
appear that the Focte Continuous Mixer is the best in construc-
tion, for it has lov/ feed hopper sf^automatic screw proportioning
device^ and good mixing cylinders. It is strong, simple, easily
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cleaned, easily moved, and compact.
An examination of the table shows that even though
the first cost is the greatest, the Foote Continuous Llixer
mixes concrete most economically. Thia tends to show that the
above principles are the most essential properties of a con-
tinuous mixer.
In general, the writer has found that the ratings
placed upon the mixers by the makers are about correct.
It has also been found in the investigation of the
many continuous mixers that most of them ';7ill mix concrete thor-
oughly. The question is to get a mixer that will give accurate
proportions and mix the ingredients economically. Also, it
would seem that the screw type of automatic proper tioners is
the best. Another very important factor is that of having low
feed hoppers which decrease labor.
The Batch Mixers will in general mix the ingredients
thoroughly and rapidly. It is essential that they be built
simply and strongly. The greatest objection to a batch mixer
is that it requires more labor to keep it running to its full
capacity.
In comparing the coat of operation of the two types
of mixers for general concrete work ^ the continuous mixers appear
to be more economical; though for special work the Hains Gravity
Mixer is more so. The quality of concrete mixed by each type
of machine is of prime importance. The conclusion on this
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feature is that under good conditions the continuous mixer
will produce better concrete than the batch mixer, because
with the batch mixers the personal equation of the laborers
has to be considered. That each laborer will, unless- he has
a measure of exact size, put too much or too little sand and
gravel or crushed stone in each batch to be mixed. Then oc-
casionally a batch of concrete will be undermixed. While with
the continuous mixers ,by keeping the feed hoppers full of in-
gredients ^the machiije will give continuously the exact pro-
portion for which the proportioner io set. It may be set for
any proportion on the good up-to-date mixers. Furthermore,
the ingredients are all mixed an equal amount in going through
the mixing trough. As a result the concrete is consistent and
of the best quality. Therefore, the writer recommends a con-
tinuous mixer as a type of mixer that will produce the best
concrete and do it the most economically.
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